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How to use Ad Fraud Specifications

Our Mission
Sharing the cost,
sharing the benefits

Member-driven,
member-developed

Engage a member community globally to develop
foundational technology and standards that enable
growth and trust in the digital media ecosystem.
Broad availability
& utility, by design
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We live this – as a neutral, transparent,
open-source, non-profit org

What is Tech Lab? You may already know…

New Ad Portfolio

Our Top 4 for 2020 Reflects Urgent Industry Needs

1

Enable privacy-centric consumer ID
management and smooth transition to
"ID-less/cookie-less" environments

2

Provide technical solution(s) for privacy
to support compliance with local laws

3

Promote supply chain transparency for brand
safety, fraud, & data decisions

4

Improve measurement & attribution accuracy &
consistency

BONUS!
Collaborate on a solution
for addressability in the
absence of cookies,
bridging the value of
privacy, personalization,
and community

Project Rearc
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Tech Lab Brand Safety Standards
Taxonomies

Enable Context

Common language for referring to page/app content,
products being advertised, and audiences

Support within OpenRTB and VAST (macros) to enable
page URL / app information to be transmitted
for brand safety contextual analysis

OM & Ad Swapping

Content
Describes what a
site/app is about

Ad Product
Describes the product
or service in an ad

Floor and Suitability
Recommendations around brand safety floor and
suitability (in collaboration with the 4A’s/APB)

Ability to “swap” ads when the content is found to
not be a good match for the original ad

User Experience
Good UX (both in content & in ads) is important
for brand safety

Anti-Fraud Standards
Solutions to deploy in support of reducing Ad Fraud
and building advertiser confidence that supply
channels are brand safe
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Content Taxonomy – 2.0 Brand Safety Features
Delineates between topic context or “aboutness” and additional
attributes of content context such as content language, form factor,
origin, media type, creating orthogonal vectors to describe such
attributes
Taxonomy v2:
•

Content Categories: Automotive/Convertible

•

Content Channel: Editorial/Professional

•

Content Type: News

•

Content Media Format: Mixed

•

Content Language: en

•

Content Source: Professionally Produced
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Content Taxonomy – 2.1 Brand Safety Features
•
•

Introduction of “Special Category Data” Extension.
Provides a specific signal to any entity using the taxonomy for audience segmentation.

Special Category Data: [classifications that] could create
more significant risks to a person’s fundamental rights
and freedoms [when associated with individual
identifiers like cookies or IFAs]. For example, by putting
them at risk of unlawful discrimination.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race
Ethnic origin
Politics
Religion
Trade union membership
Genetics
Biometrics
Health
Sex life
Sexual orientation
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Content Taxonomy – 2.2 (proposed) Brand Safety & Suitability Features

•

Brand Safety “Floor” categories

• Brand “suitability” / “risk tolerance”
recommendations
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Tech Lab Brand Safety Standards
Taxonomies

Enable Context

Common language for referring to page/app content,
products being advertised, and audiences

Support within OpenRTB and VAST (macros) to enable
page URL / app information to be transmitted
for brand safety contextual analysis

OM & Ad Swapping

Content
Describes what a
site/app is about

Ad Product
Describes the product
or service in an ad

Floor and Suitability
Recommendations around brand safety floor and
suitability (in collaboration with the 4A’s/APB)

Ability to “swap” ads when the content is found to
not be a good match for the original ad

User Experience
Good UX (both in content & in ads) is important
for brand safety

Anti-Fraud Standards
Solutions to deploy in support of reducing Ad Fraud
and building advertiser confidence that supply
channels are brand safe
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What should I do?
A few key takeaways
●

As sellers
○
Use the content taxonomy to “tag” the content for each ad impression
○
Pass the url to the content so that brand safety vendors can support checks pre-bid and post bid
○ Once available, support OM ad swapping (and replace VPAID)
○ Focus on good ad experiences

●

As buyers
○
Don’t use stale (and long!) “exclusion lists” - use intelligent context and sentiment analysis tools
○
Decide on your risk tolerance (floor & suitability) and the specific types of content you want to
avoid
○
Ask buying platforms / brand safety vendors to use the content taxonomy
○ Build lightweight / LEAN ads - and relevant ads!
Anyone - get involved in ongoing working groups at IAB Tech Lab!
Blog post - https://iabtechlab.com/blog/brand-safety-in-the-age-of-covid-19/

●

●

Ad Fraud - Counterfeit Inventory
●

Ads.txt/Sellers.json/Supply Chain Object were not meant to solve all ad fraud
○

Focused most on the problem of counterfeit inventory, industry was seeing many websites had
RTB availability in excess of what was explainable

○

To address this, we focused on transparency within the supply chain so that sellers could publicly
declare their selling partners and buyers could trace inventory back to the source

So you’ve heard about ads.txt/app-ads.txt?

●
●

Indicates that Washington Post likely has a
contract with IndexExchange.
In Bid Requests from IndexExchange a
buyer should be able to validate account
number 183960 for Washington Post
Inventory

Sellers.json
Seller Object (required fields)
seller_id

This is the same ID that appears in an ads.txt file and in the SupplyChain.nodes array sid property. In most cases will also
appear in the Publisher.Id property of an OpenRTB request.

seller_type

An enumeration of the type of account, either PUBLISHER, INTERMEDIARY, or BOTH. A value of "PUBLISHER" indicates that
the inventory sold through this account is on a site, app, or other medium owned by the named entity and the advertising
system pays them directly. A value of “INTERMEDIARY" indicates that the inventory sold through this account is not owned by
the named entity or the advertising system does not pay them directly. 'BOTH' indicates that both types of inventory are
transacted by this seller.

name

The name of the company (the legal entity) that is paid for inventory that is transacted under the given seller_id. Can be
omitted only when is_confidential is set to 1.

domain

The business domain name of the company (the legal entity) that is paid for inventory that is transacted under the given
seller_id. When the seller_type property is set to INTERMEDIARY or BOTH, this should be the root domain name of the
seller’s Sellers.json file. Can be omitted when is_confidential is set to 1 or when the seller doesn’t have a web presence.

There are a handful of optional fields within the specification to
account for confidential and “passthrough” relationships

What can you check with Sellers.json?
●

●

Cross reference that Index says
they have the same type of
relationship with Washington Post
(seller_type: Publisher indicates
that the inventory sold through this
account is on the site owned by the
named entity and the advertising
system pays them directly)
Confirm seller_id : 183960
matches what the publisher posted

Supply Chain Object
The SupplyChain object is composed
"bidrequest" : {
"id": "BidRequest1",
"app": {
"publisher": {
"id": "183960"
}
}
"source": {
"ext": {
"schain": {
"ver":"1.0",
"complete": 1,
"nodes": [
{
"asi":"indexexchange.com",
"sid":"183960",
"rid":"BidRequest1",
"hp":1
}
]
}
}
}
}

primarily of a set of nodes where each
node represents a specific entity that
participates in the transacting of
inventory. The entire chain of nodes from
beginning to end represents all entities
who are involved in the direct flow of
payment for inventory.

An example using the previous
IndexExchange/WashingtonPost
example would look like this

Supply Simple Scenario

Not So Simple

Supply Chain

What should I do?
A few key takeaways
●

●

●

As sellers;
○

keep ads.txt/sellers.json files up to date

○

include only known partners

As buyers;
○

ask for ads.txt verified sellers

○

ask buying platforms if they’ve implemented any checks for sellers.json or supply chain object

Anyone - get involved in ongoing developments, working group currently focused on ads.txt for CTV
environment

